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Research studies repeatedly emphasize the importance of vocabulary capabilities to a
large variety of academic activities. This study compared a learning strategy that
exclusively involved the visual review of vocabulary word-definition pairs to a strategy
that, in addition, prompted participants to attempt free-recall retrieval of words to match
specific definitions. This comparison attempted to identify which of the two strategies
best produces longer-term attainment of vocabulary knowledge. A group of participants
(N = 20) used a web-based system to take a pre-test over 21 relatively difficult SATreview vocabulary words using a drag and drop graphical user interface. For each
participant, the system then randomly assigned 7 of the words to a control treatment
condition (no exposure), 7 of the words to a review treatment condition (visual display of
the word-definition pairs), and 7 of the words to a retrieval treatment condition (visual
display augmented with cycles of free-recall attempts) before guiding the participant
through 4 timed treatment cycles. An immediate post-test over all 21 words was
administered using the same graphical interface. Students returned at least 7 days later
for a delayed final test. No significant difference was detected in that final assessment
between the words receiving the retrieve treatment and the review treatment.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
The Nation’s Report Card: Reading 2011 (NCES, 2011), which includes a
systemic assessment of vocabulary knowledge, reveals that twenty-five percent of U.S.
8th graders perform below a basic reading level. While this is a change from the twentysix percent reported in the 2009 Report Card (NCES, 2010), it is not actually considered
a statistically significant improvement. The ultimate importance of these reports’
findings is best seen within the context of the National Assessment of Title I (Institute of
Education Sciences , 2007) which recounted how the negative impacts of limited sightword vocabulary ability introduces hurdles to academic success that often culminate in
struggling students dropping out of school. These findings shouldn’t really be a surprise
to educators. A look back at Whipple (1925) indicates that the significance of a strong
vocabulary in learning a wide variety of subject areas has long been recognized. These
aforementioned studies are only but a few of a wide assortment of related literature that
speak to the foundational importance of vocabulary skills in the overall academic success
of students.
As schools continue to recognize the seminal importance of their students’
vocabulary skills to achievement in all subject areas, they will continue pursuing progress
in the process of building up students’ essential repertoire of vocabulary words.
Research-based strategies that enable comparatively long-term availability of vocabulary
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words for use by students are obviously preferable to those that produce gains for only a
shorter period of time.
Roediger and Karpicke (2006) performed a timed, controlled study that found a
Study/Test/Test/Test strategy was superior to a Study/Study/Study/Test strategy for
developing longer-term memories of prose passage content in university undergraduates.
Under the conditions that those researchers set up, a participant that had the opportunity
to make more attempts to recall the content had an advantage over those that instead had
more opportunities to visually review the content. The results of this research, as well as
other related research that he and his colleagues have done, shines a light of emphasis on
the often-ignored potential of testing in learning. Testing apparently has a potential role
not merely as a tool of assessment, but also as a tool that can strengthen learning for more
enduring, longer-term use.
This long-recognized academic importance of vocabulary skills and the
intriguing, though probably not surprising, results of Roediger and Karpicke combine to
trigger a professional interest in my mind. This is an interest that points me toward
conducting controlled, quantitative research that explores the fundamentals underlying
methodologies for vocabulary acquisition.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this proposed quantitative study is to determine if the longer-term
effects that Roediger and Karpicke observed (the superiority of a learning strategy that
includes a significant component of prompted retrieval over a learning strategy that
consists primarily of visual review) can be seen in other contexts. The context of this
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present study will focus specifically upon a randomly selected sample of high school
students as they attempt to learn sets of vocabulary words and definitions (as opposed to
parts of a prose passage as in the Roediger and Karpicke study) under timed, controlled
conditions.
Research Question
This study would be focused upon the following research question:
Does a study strategy consisting of a greater proportion of testing activities (retrieval
attempts) produce significantly greater longer-term retention of definition/vocabulary
word pairings than a study strategy consisting of a greater portion of visually-based study
activities (instances of review) when employed by high school students?
Research Hypotheses
H0: One week after the initial baseline assessment, the experimental treatments,
and the post-assessment a final assessment will show no significant difference between
the number of word-definition pairings retained as a result of a retrieval-intensive
strategy and those retained as a result of a review-intensive strategy.
H1: One week after the initial baseline assessment, the experimental treatments,
and the post-assessment a final assessment will show a significant difference between the
number of word-definition pairings retained as a result of a retrieval-intensive strategy
and those retained as a result of a review-intensive strategy.
Significance of the Study
The title of Get Smart: Facing High-Stakes Testing Together (Reich, 2010) is
indicative of the way many educators seem to feel about assessment in the wake of the
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Federal policy known as No Child Left Behind and similarly in regards to the more
recent Race to the Top. Testing seems to be portrayed as an enemy that needs to be faced
with a united front. The research study that is the focus of this document makes no effort
to justify or criticize the proliferation of high-stake tests that these programs have
spawned, but rather seeks to examine the constructive potential that repeated, more
informal micro-testing may have within the day-to-day learning activities of classrooms
and within the confines of individual study sessions.
The specific set of conditions the participants in this study will encounter are
obviously not the only way to gain or maintain ongoing knowledge of vocabulary worddefinition pairings. Many other factors such as prior knowledge, level of focused
attention, amount of repetition, and quality of the mental connections made with prior
knowledge fundamentally impact the learning of all types of content (Shell, Brooks,
Trainin, Wilson Kauffman, & Herr, 2010). This study seeks to focus exclusively upon
only one aspect; the exertion of two specific types of attention that individuals direct
toward a body of target knowledge.
What type of attentional effort is most effective in creating long-term knowledge
of definition/vocabulary word pairs? Is it attention directed repeatedly upon written
representations of the focus content; in this case sets of definition/vocabulary word pairs
displayed on a computer screen? Or is it attention directed toward the viewing of written
representations (again on a computer screen) followed by multiple prompted attempts to
perform a successful retrieval from memory culminating with entry of that data into an
interactive web form?
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Examination of these questions within the context of a controlled, quantitative
study of randomly-sampled high school students will hopefully contribute some insight
into what constitutes best practices for developing long-term vocabulary knowledge. The
results of this study may also contribute insight into the long-term acquisition of other
knowledge as well.
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Chapter 2
REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE
Introduction
This study is squarely focused upon an examination of aspects of the testing
effect, a phenomenon long recognized by historical figures, cognitive researchers, and
everyday individuals in various incarnations of the concept “Use it or lose it.” The
contents of this literature review will substantially, but not exclusively, focus upon the
various aspects of the testing effect. Looking at accounts of past research and a few other
historical writings will place this study in context and will begin to lay a foundation for
an understanding of this study’s results and conclusions.
Content Focus
Any quantitative, experimental research study that endeavors to garner new
insight into the processes of human learning needs some type of targeted content. Strings
of numbers, lists of Swahili words, sequences of letters, and various sections of prose
have been familiar selections made by researchers. By no means a unique choice, a set of
relatively rare and difficult dictionary words and their corresponding definitions have
been selected by the researcher as the informational material upon which the
methodologies of this study will be focused.
In The Information: A History, a Theory, a Flood, Gleick (2011) identifies the
fundamental and earliest English-language appearance of the concepts of dictionary and
definition; concepts which are basic to this study’s chosen content of focus. Currently,
these ideas are generally taken for granted; for us, it is difficult to imagine a time when
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these were not commonly recognized. These reference essentials, however, did certainly
have originators and dates of origin. Statements from just a few pioneers in this realm
indicate that being a student of the vocabulary of one’s language has long been
considered important.
Robert Cawdrey’s 1604 Table Alphabetical (Lancashire, 1994) was an A to Z
organized proto-dictionary created for the “..benefit & help of Ladies, Gentlewomen, or
any other unskilfull persons.” He hoped that “..they may the more easilie and better
understand many hard English wordes, which they shall heare or read in Scriptures,
Sermons, or elswhere, and also be made able to use the same aptly themselves.”
In 1690, John Locke (Locke, 1995) embraces the curious task of defining the
word definition. “For, definition being nothing but making another understand by words
what idea the term defined stands for, a definition is best made by enumerating those
simple ideas that are combined in the signification of the term defined: and if, instead of
such an enumeration, men have accustomed themselves to use the next general term, it
has not been out of necessity, or for greater clearness, but for quickness and dispatch
sake.” In so doing, he highlights as the seminal purpose of vocabulary skills; the ability
to communicate and make others understand the idea that one has in mind.
Each of these primary references lends a component to the rationale for selecting
normal, albeit unusual, English dictionary words as the subject matter for this study. It is
fundamentally important (as it has been been important for centuries) for individuals to
be able to understand difficult words when they are heard, and to be able use them
skillfully during attempts to communicate with others. From these early vantage points
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both men recognized the importance of being able to understand and skillfully use a
substantial number of words.
Early Cognitive Research
Ebbinhaus’ Memory (1964), first published in 1885, is considered one of the
earliest examples of quantitative cognitive research. This one-man research team saw
him serving as both the researcher and the subject but he successfully identified early on
the importance of the number of repetitions in developing long-term levels of retention.
His grueling approach to research with careful implementation, controls, and record
keeping set the tone for cognitive research that was to follow throughout the decades to
come.
The Testing Effect
Gates (1917) asked if, while studying, it is more valuable to attempt to recite the
target content or engage in another reading of it. As a result of his studies he concluded
that while both strategies have their role, efforts including recitation could allow students
to recall up to four times as much as reading alone in a delayed recall method. He
qualified the results, however, by stressing the importance of the student spending
enough time with the content initially as to avoid “distortion of the material”; that is, the
errant development of inaccurate knowledge. He also concluded recitation not only
helped students to know more but it also helped them develop confidence that they knew
more.
Pyc and Rawson (2010) examined the effectiveness of mediator words in settings
with re-studying only versus in settings with a test followed by re-studying. Transitional
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words are words often used when individuals are making links between words in their
native language and corresponding words in the target language. They concluded that
successful retrieval effectively strengthened memory on transitional words. They also
postulated that failures to retrieve successfully cued the student to adapt and choose a
more effective mediator word.
McDaniel, Anderson, Derbish, and Morrisette (2007) attempted to “Test the
testing effect in the classroom” in response to their belief that significant research on the
phenomenon was not being applied regularly in classroom instruction. They found that
students were more successful on unit and final exams with the content that had been
quizzed every week than with the content over which they had not been quizzed. They
also observed that content that was quizzed via open-ended short answer questions was
better handled by students than content that was quizzed via multiple-choice questions.
They concluded that “Educational theory and practice would do well not to forget the use
of testing as a tool to promote learning and retention.”
Glover (1989) looked at the previous body of evidence indicating the significance
of the testing effect and sought to investigate two different hypotheses as to what was
producing it. The first hypothesis was the amount of processing hypothesis. That is, if
more mental processing is dedicated to the content through recall attempts, performance
on a final measure would be better. The number of complete retrieval events hypothesis
postulates that the count of completed retrieval events is the factor that strengthens
performance on a final memory test. After conducting four experiments, the researchers
concluded that the number of complete retrieval events hypothesis was the best fit for the
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results. The researchers cautioned, however, that although they controlled the amount of
time allowed during the trials it is difficult to be certain that that it was always a direct
measure of processing time. Glover also laments that while many laboratory studies
focusing upon this concept have been conducted over the years, little research examining
it in the context of education has been conducted.
In 1992 Wheeler and Roediger attempted to reach a conclusion as to why P.B.
Ballard’s 1913 results (Ballard, 1913) and F.C. Bartlett’s 1932 results (Bartlett, 1932)
were so contradictory in spite of the fact that their methodologies were quite similar.
These more modern researchers concluded that the difference in results was not due to
content differences between the two studies. The difference was actually a result of the
different intervals that the two earlier researchers used between their tests. Bartlett used
testing intervals that were significantly longer than Ballard, which ultimately resulted in
poorer performance. Wheeler and Roediger also concluded as a side note that multiple
tests taken a short time after study has completed improved recall greatly on measures
applied one week later.
Nunes and Weinstein (2012) conducted three experiments to investigate the
concern that retrieval practice may produce an increase in instances of false recall on a
cumulative test. The results from these experiments pointed to beneficial results of
repeated retrieval attempts will no increase in the instances of false recall.
A brief article in Science News (Cevallos, 2010) recounts the earlier cited Pyc and
Rawson study and puts it the context of students’ daily study activities. The article
quotes both Pyc and Washington University’s Henry Roediger who each imply that it is
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common for students to fool themselves into thinking that they know a particular sphere
of content simply by reading it. Both researchers emphasize the importance of informal,
personal testing as necessary formative practice for successful performance on a
summative assessment.
As the result of three unique experiments Kornell, Bjork, and Garcia (2011)
conclude that the successful retrieval of an item on a trial greatly strengthens the memory
of that item while an unsuccessful retrieval attempt does not strengthen the memory of an
item. They also conclude that the rate of degradation of memory on all items is relatively
uniform. This uniform “drop” continually takes items in memory from higher states of
accessibility toward lower states of accessibility. Successful retrieval attempts, however,
work to move those items much higher above this threshold of forgetting. This makes
those items have a greater “distance” to fall before reaching a point of inaccessibility;
even though all the items are heading toward that threshold at the same rate.
In a publication different from their previously cited work, Roediger and Karpicke
(2006) provide a valuable review of research relating to the testing effect. In their
introduction they liken the testing effect to a psychological version of the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle; which basically states that it is impossible to measure something
without changing it as well. Attempts to measure knowledge in individuals invariably
alter those individuals’ knowledge as well. They summarize the significant contributions
of significant researchers such as Gates, Tulving, and others and conclude that in a wide
variety of research implementations the testing effect is a powerful tool for learning in
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education. They also intimate that the application of its power to education is one that is
long overdue.
McDaniel, Roediger, and McDermott (2007) do take steps to investigate the
application of the testing effect into the realm of education. The sought to go beyond the
memorization of word lists that are the steady diet of laboratory cognitive research. They
sought to apply the testing effect in the context of articles, lectures, and other materials
from a college class and in various classroom settings. They relate that their findings in
regards to the testing effect in an instructional context are as robust as those observed in
experimental settings that are not as real world.
Halamish and Bjork (2011) were determined to examine boundary issues in
relation to testing events as learning events. They examined the roles of variations in
final test formats and their resultant difficulty. Of most significance to this proposed
study is the indication that retrieval-rich experiences did not show superior results over
study-rich experiences when the final assessment was a cued-recall test. The advantage
was obvious only when a free-recall test was the final assessment. Each of the
experiments in this study was conducted in the absence of feedback for participants.
Serial Position Effect
When conducting research that involves exposing participants to lists or groups of
words over which they are later tested upon, it should be realized that the order in which
the words were presented can be very influential to the results. Murdock (1962)
conducted an experiment that showed slightly higher levels of probability of recall for
items that were presented sequentially first to the participants compared to items more
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centrally presented in sequence. The latest items in the presented sequence showed even
more drastically high levels of recall probability.
Conclusion
The background information gained by the review of these previous works and
studies informs the methodology and goals of this present study. It is hoped that the
research study described in the following pages will advance the existing understanding
of the testing effect portrayed by these earlier studies. This foray into the new context of
a population of high school students attempting to gain long-term use of difficult
vocabulary words was conducted in an attempt to extend the extant knowledge on these
related subjects.
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Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Introduction
The goal of quantitative experimental research is to gather evidence that allows a
reasonable conclusion to be reached as to whether or not a particular treatment causes a
particular result. This should be done with a representative sample under carefully
controlled conditions so that the conclusion can reasonably be generalized to a larger
population.
Unfortunately, threats to data validity are commonplace. Experimental samples
may be too small or may be made up of participants that do not accurately represent the
larger population. Participants may be assigned to experimental groups in such a way
that significant overall differences between groups can influence results. External forces
may introduce interference that impact results. Natural growth and development in
participants may lead toward inaccurate conclusions. Inconsistencies in the manner that
treatments and assessments are conducted can produce unaccounted for variability in
results. All of these threats can cast doubt upon a research study’s conclusions.
This specific research study attempted to implement good practices in
experimental design in order to defend against such threats. The goal of these methods
and procedures described below was to generate reproducible results that allowed for the
formation of valid, generalizable conclusions in regards to techniques for long-term
vocabulary acquisition. The description of these procedures will begin with the sample
selection process, will continue through the research implementation plan, and will
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conclude with an examination of the means by which the resulting research data were
analyzed.
Determination of Sample Size
The researcher originally chose a minimum target number of 20 participants
before conducting any a priori calculations that made estimates of the research study’s
statistical power.
Subsequent statistical power estimates made using the application GPower 3.1
(Buchner, A., Faul, F., & Erdfelder, E., 1992) supported the assertion that it was indeed
possible to attain a statistical power of at least 0.8 given this research project’s design;
even with a sample size as small as 18. This was reached by first specifying an effect
size of .34 which is slightly higher than midway between the traditional large (.40) and
medium (.25) effect sizes. When the power was calculated with an alpha value of .05 a
value of 0.820 was predicted.
Random Selection of Sample
Some of the threats to validity that were mentioned earlier (such as nonrepresentative sampling or groups created with significant differences) were mitigated in
some respects by random selection and assignment. Critics’ attempts to attribute
experimental results to other possible explanations (that is, reasons other than the
experimental treatments) become much less viable when random sampling and
designation techniques are utilized (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). When utilized,
these techniques also help protect the researcher from accusations of bias in the
performance of the selection process.
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Computer-based systems that select potential participants from a population and
assign them to experimental groups offer speed, reliability, and efficiency. There may be
some that are concerned, however, that computers’ random number generation processes
are not purely random (Anthes, 2011); they are more accurately described as being
pseudo-random. In real-world applications, this distinction would be much more
significant in the realms of encryption and cryptography than in this realm of educational
research. Computer functions producing numbers that are technically pseudo-random in
nature are really more than adequate for use in research study methodology. Such
numbers will from this point on simply be referred to as random numbers.
In an attempt, however, to retain the advantages of a technology-based solution
while seeking to eliminate any possible random number issues in the actual selection
process, the author developed a scripted Filemaker Pro-based utility called
ResearchDatabase. ResearchDatabase leverages a computer’s ability to generate
random numbers in order to take human action almost completely out of the initial stages
of the process. The system then goes further by leaving the majority of the selection
process to a table of numbers (Rand Corporation, 1955) that has undergone extensive
statistical analysis and has been verified to be truly random (Brown, 1949).
ResearchDatabase allows a list of potential participants to be imported, the size of
the population to be specified, and the size of the desired sample to be identified. During
the importation process, this utility automatically assigns each member of the population
an identification number incrementing from the number one to the total number of
participants in the population.
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Once the preliminary inputs were made, ResearchDatabase’s automated processes
were activated. Filemaker Pro’s built-in random number generator was initially used to
pick a column and location within the venerable table of one million random numbers
(Rand Corporation, 1955). This initial selection is analogous to the commonly utilized
method of pointing one’s finger at particular point within a print version of that random
number table. The utility takes that point as a starting location and then uses another
randomly generated number to determine if the system will begin to go sequentially up or
down the list of random numbers. The numbers that were generated as a result of these
processes were compared to the incremented identification numbers of the members of
the research population. These individuals whose identification numbers matched the
randomly generated numbers were, as a result, placed into the sample that was invited to
participate in the research study.
The steps described above produced a representative sampling of the population
that was presumed to be free of bias. It was presumed that reasonable generalizations
were obtained about the target population in regards to responses to experimental
treatments.
Population and Sample
The proposed study was conducted with students from a large midwestern public
high school in the heart of Omaha, Nebraska. The age of individuals in this population
ranged from age 14 years to 18 years within the school’s four grades (9-12).
From a list of the approximately 1900 students at this school, a sample of 60
students was randomly selected (see process described earlier). While 20 students was
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the minimum target sample size, additional participants were sought for enlistment. This
over-recruitment was done in an attempt to increase the probability that the target sample
of 20 participants was reached.
Institutional Review Board Procedures
The author has received approval from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln’s
Institutional Review Board (IRB 20120212385EP). Approval to conduct this research
was sought and granted by both the assistant district superintendent and the high school
principal. Procedures for obtaining individual permission from each participant and their
parent/guardian were also approved by the Institutional Review Board.
These research activities took place outside of and independent of any other
coursework at the participants’ high school. Within their Modular Schedule, nearly all of
the students attending this school have Independent Study Time during which they have
freedom of choice as far as activity and choice of location. Appointments for
participation in the research activities were scheduled to take place in a designated room
at the building either during students’ Independent Study Time, before school, or after
school.
Since the research activities were conducted outside of class time with no
relationship to any courses on students’ class schedules, there should have been no
possible direct positive or negative impact upon any participant’s grades or standing at
the participants’ high school. These conditions made participation truly voluntary. As a
result, there was a concern that it would not be possible to recruit enough fullyparticipating individuals to reach a high enough level of statistical power. Although
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every effort was been made to keep the number of participation sessions and the required
time of commitment to a minimum, issues with recruiting emerged. Efforts were made to
make participation in treatment and assessment activities as relatively convenient and
non-threatening as possible. It was hoped that these conditions would have eliminated
many of the obstacles that inhibited selected students from participating.
Students at this school are required to complete at least sixty hours of service
learning (community service) in order to graduate. Permission to offer two hours of
service learning to students who fully completed the research activities was granted by
the school’s Service Learning Coordinator.
Selected students were encouraged to participate for the sake of the study’s
validity, for the opportunity to gain new knowledge in regards to the study’s content of
focus, and for the availability of the two hours of service learning credit. Students and
their guardians were free, however, to make decisions about student participation without
any undue coercion or fear of academic repercussion.
Content Focus
This research study focussed upon a set of twenty-one vocabulary words. These
twenty-one words were chosen from a database of 5014 SAT review words that was used
by permission (Baba, 1999). The selected words consisted of ones that the researcher
himself did not immediately recognize during a scan of the database’ contents. The
assumption was made that uncommon words such as these that were not recognized and
immediately known by a doctoral candidate would not likely be initially familiar to a
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random sample of high school students. Therefore participants’ baseline performance on
the study’s pre-assessment was generally expected to be low.
It was hoped that this use of relatively rare vocabulary words would make it less
likely that the participants would accidentally encounter them during the elapsed time
between sessions. The chance that this type of interference took place during this
intervening time should have been low.
For each participant a function in the online research system used computerbased random processes to assign seven of the twenty-one words to the retrieval-intensive
treatment condition, seven to the review-intensive treatment condition, and seven to the
control (no treatment) condition. The condition to which each word was assigned for a
particular participant was recorded and tracked throughout the entirety of the research
study. Performance on pairs within each condition were used to make the controlled
comparisons of the investigated treatments.
Treatments
The research questions identified earlier focus upon a comparison of two different
strategies for the long-term acquisition of new vocabulary words; a review-intensive
strategy and a retrieval-intensive strategy. The treatments that each study participant
experienced consisted of four precisely-timed cycles of exposure to fourteen vocabulary
definition/word pairs using various mixtures of these two strategies. The order in which
the pairs were presented during each of the four cycles was determined by computerbased random processes for each participant in an attempt to negate serial order effects.
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During Cycle #1, each participant was shown each of fourteen vocabulary
definition/word pairs one by one for twelve seconds in a web browser window. These
pairs consisted of the words assigned to each participant that were within both the
retrieval-intensive and review-intensive conditions. The display of each definition/word
pair was separated by three seconds of a blank page prior to the next pair being shown.
Cycle #2 was identical to Cycle #1.
During Cycle #3, the treatments diverged. Each participant was shown the seven
definition/word pairs assigned to them in the review-intensive condition in precisely the
same way they were shown them during the first two cycles (each pair for twelve seconds
with a separating, blank three second interval). This was the review-intensive treatment.
For the seven remaining pairs assigned to the retrieval-intensive condition, the
participant was shown the definition, given a blank editable text field, and be prompted to
type in the word that correctly matched the definition displayed. This is the retrievalintensive treatment. The intent of this was to force a retrieval attempt in each of these
seven instances. The fact that recall attempts were triggered for some pairs but not for
other pairs was the crux of this research study.
While the contents that the participant entered into the editable text field was not
assessed and was not considered a measured variable, all of those entries were
transmitted and saved in a MySQL database. These records were captured with a view to
giving insight to the researcher regarding outlying data-points.
Cycle #4 consisted of exactly the same treatment as each participant experienced
during Cycle #3.
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The precisely-timed cycles, controlled user interface, randomized presentation
order, and data verification checks were efforts to provide all participants with a uniform
treatment experience. These precautions guarded the results against accusations of
suspect validity.
Variables, Measures, and Instruments
This research study measured changes in one dependent variable that
hypothetically resulted from manipulations of two independent variables. The dependent
variable that was measured was the number of definition/word pairs that participants
matched correctly. The two independent variables were the type of treatment and the
amount of time elapsed from the start of participation in the research activities.
Changes in the dependent variable were measured by means of a web-based
instrument developed by the author. The Drag and Drop Matching Assessment allowed
the participant to choose any one of twenty-one vocabulary word objects, click upon it,
drag it, and then release it in an area of their choice that corresponds to any one of
twenty-one definitions (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1 Screenshot of Drag and Drop Assessment
The researcher chose this format of measurement and developed this instrument
because of its concrete, quantifiable nature; that is, either the correct word was chosen to
match a definition or it was not. There was little left open to subjective interpretation.
This matching format was chosen over a more traditional multiple-choice
structure because of the increased level of variability. While a multiple-choice
assessment will usually have three or four incorrect answers that have the possibility of
being chosen, this format presented the participant with twenty possible incorrect
responses thereby drastically decreasing the chances of merely selecting a correct answer
at random.
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Participants had 10 minutes to choose and place a vocabulary word next to each
of the twenty-one definitions. A countdown clock was displayed within the instrument.
If the participant did not answer prior to the elapse of these seven minutes, the instrument
automatically did so. Any items left uncompleted were recorded with no answer.
The same assessment instrument was used by participants three times: for a
preliminary assessment, for an assessment that was conducted immediately after the
treatment cycles, and for a final assessment that was conducted at least one week after the
treatment. The words and definitions, however, were placed in a different randomized
order for each of these instances of assessment. The answer that each participant
provided for each individual item during each of the assessments was transmitted and
stored in an online MySQL database for later analysis.
Controls
One significant part of the experimental design was the use of seven control
definition-word pairs. Every participant was given seven of the twenty-one words that
were assigned to this condition. Every participant’s performance on these seven words
was measured and tracked at each of the three assessment points; yet they were not
referenced in any of the treatments for any participants. Performance on these seven
words was expected to remain relatively constant throughout the course of the three
assessments.
If significant changes in performance on these seven had been observed, this
would have indicated that some type of interference or some type of maturation effect
was unduly influencing results. Therefore, instances of purposeful outside study or
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instances of participants randomly encountering words from the research study’s content
focus should have been revealed by an examination of performance on these control
words.
In an effort to help make sure that differences in the words themselves were not
the cause of a change in the dependent variable, controls were also in place in the
implementation of the other two (treated) groups of words. As described previously in
the treatments section, each participant had words assigned randomly to the three
treatment conditions. This random assignment of words to conditions controlled for
differences in difficulty between the words in the set of twenty-one.
The following chart and key (Table 3.1) provides a visual summary of the
treatments and controls utilized throughout the four timed cycles that each participant
experienced. For example, during Treatment Cycle #3 participants received reviewintensive treatment on seven randomly assigned word pairs, retrieval-intensive treatment
on seven randomly assigned word pairs, and no treatment on seven final randomly
assigned word pairs. An alternate view of this treatment schedule is in Appendix C.

Participants

Treatment
Cycle #1

Treatment
Cycle #2

Treatment
Cycle #3

Treatment
Cycle #4

S7S, S7T, N7C

S7S, S7T, N7C

S7S, T7T, N7C

S7S, T7T, N7C

S=Study(Review-intensive) T=Test(Retrieval-Intensive) N=No(No Treatment)
7S= 7 Words Assigned to each participant’s Review Condition
7T= 7 Words Assigned to each participant’s Retrieval Condition
7C= 7 Words Assigned to each participant’s Control Condition.
Table 3.1 Treatment and Controls Summary
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Procedures
A listing of the current students at the school was exported out of PowerSchool,
the district’s student information system. Each student’s name, grade level, gender, and
home room advisor was imported into the previously described ResearchDatabase
system. Once a target sample size of sixty was specified, the system was activated and
randomly selected the participants for the study.
From the sample generated, a list was made that facilitated the distribution of
informed consent forms (Appendix A and B) to participants and their parents/guardians
through home room advisors. When participants returned the completed forms in the
provided pre-addressed, stamped envelopes contact was made with the students through
the district email system. It was through this email system that times and locations were
agreed upon for each of the two research activity sessions that made up each individual’s
participation.
Once participants received the informed consent forms, the ResearchDatabase
system was used to generate single-component login credentials for each participant. A
different login credential was created for each participant for each of the two sessions.
This information was imported into the MySQL database that served as the back
end for the web-based measurement/treatment system. The data uploaded to this web
database did not contain student names. There was no link between student results and
student the student login credentials that were stored online. This procedure was
designed with student privacy and safety foremost in mind.
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The Research Database system generated the aforementioned student login
credentials for the two sessions in barcode form. The system printed student names, the
barcode version of session one login credential, and session two login credential into a
layout formatted for the 3 by 10 sheets of Avery 5160 labels (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 Screenshot of Login Credentials
These sheets of labels were placed in a 3-ring binder and were kept in a secure
location when not being used by the researcher. The contents of this binder was the only
link between participant names and participant research results that existed outside of the
password-protected ResearchDatabase system.
When a participant arrived at the research session location for their first session,
the label containing the barcode version of their Session #1 credentials was removed
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from the 3-ring binder and was placed on a 3 inch by 5 inch index card that was given to
the participant. This action accomplished two purposes: it provided students with their
needed login credentials in a secure form and it also produced an easily-checked
visualization of the individual participant’s status in the research process. That is, the
label was missing for a participant who had already participated in that session.
This label and index card combination was taken by the student to an iMac
assigned to them for use during the research activities. The iMacs were automatically
loaded up to an introductory page containing an overview of the study and an invitation
to continue (Figure 3.3).

A Study on Learning
Welcome, and thank you for
your willingness to
participate in this research
study that focuses on
learning.
Your participation in the
study will consist of four (4)
parts:
1. A test at the beginning.
2. A period of study.
3. A test at the end.
4. A delayed test (to be
taken in this same room one
week from today).

Figure 3.3 Screenshot of Session 1 Intro Screen
Once the participant read the intro and advanced to the next screen, they were
given onscreen instructions on how to log in to the rest of the online research system
(Figure 3.4). The text field for the entry of login credentials was pre-selected; the
participant did not need to click into the text field. The participant used the provided
USB barcode reader to scan the login credential barcode found on their 3” X 5” card. As
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shown below, that text field was designated with a password attribute that prohibited
content from being visually displayed. Inputs to this field were shown as only a series of
dots for security reasons.

Let's Start
When you entered the
room, you were given a card
with a barcode.
1. Point the laptop's barcode
scanner at the barcode on
your card.
2. Pull the trigger on the
scanner. The scanner
should beep and a series of
dots should appear in the
LOGIN ID NUMBER FIELD.
LOGIN ID NUMBER:

•••••••••

3. Click this button ==>
TO START

Figure 3.4 Screenshot of Session 1 Login Screen
Once the participant was logged on to the system for Session #1, a brief
introductory screen was displayed. This screen provided the participants with
instructions and also the time parameters under which this initial measure was to be
completed (Figure 3.5).
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A Study on Learning
In this research study,
we are going to take a
look at different ways
to learn a set of
vocabulary words. The
first step will be to find
out which of the
vocabulary words you
might already know.
This will take a little
time (you'll have 10
minutes to complete
this part).
Look over the 21
definitions and the 21
words. Drag the word
that best matches to
the definition's
corresponding spot.
Please do all the
words, even if you
have to guess.

Figure 3.5 Screenshot of Assessment Launch Screen
Participants had 10 minutes to complete the Drag and Drop Matching Assessment
(Figure 3.6). A countdown clock was provided in the assessment window’s title bar.
During this time they needed to click upon the various vocabulary words that were
provided, drag each one over the drop zone corresponding to a definition, and then
release it. The vocabulary word object was turned from the initial color of blue to white
when it was over a drop zone. When released, the dropped object automatically centered
itself in the drop zone. A solid black line appeared around the object indicating that it had
been properly placed into one of the possible definition drop zones.
The changes in appearance and behavior of the objects indicated to the participant
that an object had been correctly placed into one of the possible drop areas. No feedback
or indication of the correctness of the placement was provided.
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A slender, graceful young woman
or girl.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

subtrahend

Besides.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

forby

To harden or toughen by use,
exercise, or exposure.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

munificent

Deserving of censure.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

inure

Tending to kill or hurt.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

sylph

To discern.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

unctuous

To kiss.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

felicitate

Oily.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

thrall

Extraordinarily generous.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

picayune

A formal and elaborate eulogy,
written or spoken, of a person or of
an act.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

repartee

Any scheme or recipe of a charlatan
character.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

osculate

A ready, witty, or apt reply.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

Sybarite

One controlled by an appetite or a
passion.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

vitiate

Rebellious.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

somniferous

Drop the Correctly

vituperable

Tending to produce sleep.

Matching Word Here
To wish joy or happiness to,
especially in view of a coming
event.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

descry

Having a hairy covering.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

pernicious

To contaminate.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

contumacious

Of small value.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

hirsute

A luxurious person.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

nostrum

That which is to be subtracted.

Drop the Correctly
Matching Word Here

panegyric

Figure 3.6 Screenshot of Drag and Drop Assessment
At the end of ten minutes, the system automatically submitted the current state of
the responses to an online MySQL database for later analysis. There was no feedback
provided to the participant. The system immediately advanced to a screen indicating that
the first assessment had been completed and that it was time to advance to the study
portion of Session #1 (Figure 3.7).
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The responses for the pre-test
have been submitted.
It is now time to study the
vocabulary words.

Figure 3.7 Screenshot of Pre-Assessment Completion Screen
The following screen (Figure 3.8) provided participants with what they would be
encountering during this portion of the study as well as what they were expected to do.

A Study on Learning
Over the next few minutes, a number
of different screens will
automatically load on your
computer's web browser.
These pages will sometimes show
you a definition and then the word
that goes along with the definition.
Please pay attention to them and
study them carefully while each of
those pages appears on your screen
for 12 seconds.
These pages will sometimes show
you JUST a definition of a word
followed by an empty box. When you
see an empty box, try to remember
which word goes along with the
definition that is being shown. Then,
as best you can, type in the one word
that best matches the definition
shown.
You have 12 seconds to type in the
word before the screen will
automatically advance to the next
page. If you get done early, just relax
and wait.

Figure 3.8 Screenshot of Treatment Introduction
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When the treatment portion of the study actually began, the participants saw
fourteen definition-word pairs one at a time as they were displayed in the browser
window. See Figure 3.9 for an example of one of the screens. Each pair was visible for
twelve seconds at a time with three seconds of blank screen being shown before the next
one appeared. Cycles #1 and #2 were complete when all of the 14 pairs of words from
that that participant’s retrieve-intensive and review intensive condition had been shown to
each participant.

A luxurious person.
Sybarite

Figure 3.9 Screenshot of Review Example
In each of Cycle #3 and #4, the treatment system showed seven pairs in the format
displayed in Figure 3.9. The seven other pairs were displayed in the format shown in
Figure 3.10 below. The gray-colored prompt “Type the Word” was displayed for only a
brief amount of time. It disappeared automatically after just a little over a second when
the cursor automatically was placed within the editable text field; ready for the
participant to enter the results of their retrieval attempt. There was no need for the
participant to click any type of submit button to have their entry recorded. When the
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twelve seconds for that pair had elapsed, the entry was automatically submitted to the
MySQL Server.

Figure 3.10 Screenshot of Retrieve Example
It took approximately 15 minutes for all four treatment cycles to run their course. When
this was completed, the system automatically notified the participant of the completion of
this portion of the research activities (Figure 3.11)

The STUDY portion
has ended. Time for
one more test.

Figure 3.11 Screenshot of Treatment Conclusion
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The first session of research participation concluded with another Drag and Drop
Matching Assessment. Identical in content and format to the earlier one (see previous
Figure 3.6), this assessment attempted to measure the immediate effects of the treatments
the participant had experienced.
The order of both the definitions and the matching words was in a different order
than the previous measure. The allotted time was reduced by three to seven minutes.
This reduction was based on the assumption that once a familiarity with the assessment
format had been established participants would not need as much time to complete the
matching of the twenty-one pairs.
When the seven minutes of allotted time had elapsed, participants’ choices were
again automatically submitted to the MySQL database for later analysis. Students were
reminded to return one week later to complete their participation in the research (Figure
3.12). The 3” x 5” index cards with login credential were shredded.

Your responses for the
post-test have been
submitted.
You are finished for
today. Make sure you
return one week from
today to complete the
final assessment.

Figure 3.12 Screenshot of Session 1 Conclusion
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In order for the research data to be valid it was be of utmost importance to have
participants return for the final assessment to be held one week after the first session.
During the intervening week, email reminders were sent to participants reminding them
of the time and location of their final participation session (Figure 3.13).

From:

Paul Lindgren

Subject:

Reminder

To:
Cc:

<name of student> :
Thank you for being willing to participate in the research study on vocabulary
learning.
Please be reminded that you are scheduled to take one more brief test before you
are finished.
Please show up to the Warrior room on <day of week>, <month>, <date>:
Between 7:15 and 8:00 AM
OR
During one of your open mods
OR
After school before 4:30PM
Thanks again!
Paul Lindgren
Westside Technology Coordinator

Figure 3.13 Screenshot of Sample Reminder Email
When participants reported one week later for their concluding session, they were
1 ofX
1 5” card with a label containing their login credential in barcode form.
again given Page
a 3”

The barcode reader-equipped iMac again had its web browser pre-loaded with an
introductory screen that let the participant know what they had already completed in the
study and what they had left to compete (Figure 3.14).
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A Study on Learning(
Session #2 )
Welcome back, and thank
you for your willingness to
participate in this research
study focusing on learning.
Your participation in the
study is nearly complete.
You have finished three of
the four (4) parts:
1. A test at the
beginning.DONE
2. A period of study.DONE
3. A test at the end.DONE
4. A delayed test (this is
what you will be doing
today).

Figure 3.14 Screenshot of Session 2 Introduction
The login screen and procedure was similar to that which was used during the first
session; the participants again used the barcode reader to securely enter their credentials
into the password field of the login page (See earlier Figure 3.4). When logged in,
participants were presented with one last introductory screen that informed them of the
assessment task ahead of them and the time in which they were allowed to complete it.
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A Study on Learning
In this research study, we have been taking a look
at different ways to learn a set of vocabulary
words. This last step will be to find out which of
the vocabulary words you know right now. This
will take a little time (you'll have 7 minutes to
complete this part).
As before, look over the 21 definitions and the 21
words. Drag the word that best matches to the
definition's corresponding spot. Please do all the
words, even if you have to guess.
Click here to Start

Figure 3.15 Screenshot of Begin Final Assessment
Other than the order of the items, the assessment was be identical to the posttreatment assessment, giving participants seven minutes to do their best to match twentyone word objects with twenty-one definitions (see earlier Figure 3.6). When the allotted
time elapsed, the responses were automatically submitted to the MySQL database for later
analysis. A screen communicating the completion of their responsibilities as a research
subject and thanking them for their participation appeared (Figure 3.16).
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Your responses for the
post-test have been
submitted.
You have finished.
Thank you for your
participation in this
study on learning.
Figure 3.16 Screenshot of Study Conclusion
At this point the researcher provided the participant with a signed Service
Learning(community service) form from the participating school. After the student
completed the form, added a brief personal reaction, and signed it themselves, the form
was turned into the school’s Service Learning Coordinator for credit toward their Service
Learning requirement. The 3” x 5” index cards with login credential were shredded.
Data Analysis
Once participants completed the pre-assessment, treatments, post-assessment, and
final assessments a two-factor repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted comparing the
differences between the three treatment conditions over the course of the three
assessments.
A summary table shows how the nine different sets of scores was assembled.
Each of these scores indicated performance on matching seven of the twenty-one
definition-vocabulary word pairs (Table 3.2).
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PreAssessment

PostAssessment

Final
Assessment

20 Scores (n=20)

20 Scores (n=20)

20 Scores (n=20)

Retrieve
Intensive

20 Scores (n=20)

20 Scores (n=20)

20 Scores (n=20)

No Treatment

20 Scores (n=20)

20 Scores (n=20)

20 Scores (n=20)

Review
Intensive

Table 3.2 Structure for Data Analysis
The preliminary test of the three was obviously essential to laying the groundwork
for data validity. It established content knowledge baselines for participants that were
relied upon during the concluding statistical analysis. Statistical indications of change
from those baselines in the subsequent assessments were evidence of effect in regards to
the various treatment conditions. Similarly, observed changes in regards to the control
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content were important evidence concerning the possibility of interference, maturation,
regression, testing effect (ironically), or another validity issue.
While there was a great deal of information included in this data analysis, there
were two primary points of attention. The first was the scores generated by the postassessment for the words in both the retrieve and review conditions. The second was the
scores generated by the delayed assessment in both the retrieve and review conditions.
The other points analyzed in the ANOVA were noted primarily as contextual information
and as checks for threats against data validity.
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Chapter 4
RESULTS
Introduction
When the researcher set out to do this study, the intent was to construct a plan and
accompanying procedures that would generate defensible results. Once the population
was chosen, a sample of sixty participants was randomly selected and invited to be
involved in the study. No student was required to participate in accordance with basic
ethics and in accordance with the agreements detailed in my IRB plan. Other than the
opportunity to develop additional vocabulary knowledge, the only incentive was the offer
of two hours of service learning credit to be given upon the completion of participation.
Level of Participation
The researcher was able to get complete participation from only twenty of the
invited sixty students who were randomly selected for the study. While this is indeed
disappointing and far below the initially stated ideal goal of fifty participants, the
researcher decided to take the data gathered and proceed with the analysis.
From the beginning, however, the design of the experimental process utilized
(within subjects/repeated measures) was chosen for its resiliency against threats. If the
design had depended on different treatments being implemented upon different groups of
individuals, it would have been even more important to have larger numbers and have
uniformity between experimental groups such as these. While the choice to conduct a
within-subjects study does not completely address the issue of generalizability, it does
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avoid the pitfalls inevitable in a between-subjects experiment by measuring and
comparing individuals’ responses under multiple conditions.
Handling and Processing of Results
Once the participants completed the entirety of the research activities, a commaseparated file containing all of the submissions from the pre, post, and delayed
assessments was downloaded from the research study’s website. An additional export of
comma-separated data detailed the treatment conditions (control, retrieve, or review) that
each of the words was randomly assigned to for each individual throughout the entirety of
the participant’s involvement. Both of these data sets were imported into the Submissions
Filemaker Pro database.
The Submissions database checked each assessed item against a standard key and
aggregated the results into groups corresponding to each of the randomly assigned
treatment conditions. Submissions generated nine scores for each participant, each one
out of a possible best score of seven: a pre-test Review score, a post-test Review score, a
delayed test Review score, a pre-test Retrieve score, a post-test Retrieve score, a delayed
test Retrieve score, a pre-test Control score, a post-test Control score, and finally a
delayed test Control score. Each set of nine participant scores were exported as a row in
a comma-separated data file to be imported into SPSS.
Summary of Data
Table 4.1 displays the means and the standard deviations for each of the nine
categories of scores.
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PreAssessment

Review
Intensive

Retrieve
Intensive

No Treatment
(Control)

PostAssessment

Delayed
Assessment

M = 0.80

M = 6.20

M = 4.25

s = 1.056

s = 0.894

s = 1.773

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

M = 0.90

M = 6.05

M = 4.70

s = 0.852

s = 1.099

s = 1.525

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

M = 1.25

M = 2.55

M = 1.70

s = 0.967

s = 1.791

s = 1.342

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

Table 4.1 Summary of Participant Assessment Scores. Maximum Score Is 7.
Data Analysis and Results
A 3x3 within-subjects, repeated-measures analysis of variance was conducted.
Initial analysis of the Treatment factor (that consisted of the three levels of Control,
Retrieve, and Review) indicated a significant effect, F(2,20) = 34.563, p = .000. An
initial analysis of the Timing factor (that consisted of the three levels of Pre, Post, and
Delayed) also indicated a significant effect, F(2,20) = 141.812, p = .000. The results of
the analysis of the interaction between the Treatment and Timing factors also produced
indications of a significant effect, F(4,20) = 35.731, p = .000.
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Concerns arose, however, when the nature of the factors and their different levels
were considered. The biggest apprehension was that the large difference between the
Control means and the other two conditions were giving false indications of significance.
There were also large differences between the means of the scores in the Pre level of the
Timing factor and the Post and Delayed timing levels. To investigate this suspicion, a
second analysis of variance was conducted that focused only upon the Retrieve and
Review conditions and the Post and Delayed timing conditions.
The concerns were indeed valid. A direct comparison of the Retrieve and Review
conditions over the course of the Post and Delayed timing levels revealed no significant
effect, F(1,20) = .474, p = .500. In addition, no significant effect was detected when the
interaction between Treatment Type and Timing was considered, with F(1,20) = 1.443, p
= .244. A significant effect was detected in the Timing factor as, not surprisingly, the
means of the scores immediately after the treatments were much higher than the means of
the scores achieved more than 7 days later, F(1,20) = 41.299, p = .000.
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Chapter 5
DISCUSSION
Introduction
The purpose of this endeavor was to conduct an investigation that made a
comparison of two different means of studying vocabulary for long-term memory
acquisition. The goal was to collect data that allowed the researcher to make defensible
conclusions about this comparison. The discussion that follows describes the arrived
upon conclusions.
Research Question
The research question at the beginning of this document asked:
Does a study strategy consisting of a greater proportion of testing activities (retrieval
attempts) produce significantly greater longer-term retention of definition/vocabulary
word pairings than a study strategy consisting of a greater portion of visually-based study
activities (instances of review) when employed by high school students?
While there was a small difference in the means of the Delayed Retrieve over the
Delayed Review condition the lack of statistical significance in the analyses requires this
question to be answered in the negative.
Hypotheses
Two research hypotheses were put forth at the beginning of this document. These
hypotheses must be evaluated based on the data resulting from the investigation.
H0: One week after the initial baseline assessment, the experimental treatments,
and the post-assessment a final assessment will show no significant difference between
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the number of word-definition pairings retained as a result of a retrieval-intensive
strategy and those retained as a result of a review-intensive strategy.
The results of this investigation did not detect a significant effect and failed to
disprove the null hypothesis.
H1: One week after the initial baseline assessment, the experimental treatments,
and the post-assessment a final assessment will show a significant difference between the
number of word-definition pairings retained as a result of a retrieval-intensive strategy
and those retained as a result of a review-intensive strategy.
The results of this investigation did not detect a significant effect and failed to
confirm the H1 hypothesis.
Summary
As seen in Figure 5.1, the means produced in the analysis of the collected data
indicate a minor difference between the scores on the words that received the Retrieve
treatment over the Review treatment. At the assessment immediately following the
treatments, the Review treatment words were actually slightly higher than the scores on
the Retrieve treatment words. After the seven day waiting period elapsed, however, the
scores for the words receiving the Retrieve treatment were slightly higher than the scores
on the Review treatment words.
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Figure 5.1 Graph of Treatment Conditions.
At first glance these minor differences might be actually thought to be in line
with what might have been expected when the results of the Roediger and Karpicke study
are considered. That study identified elevated means for the Review treatment words in
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the immediate assessment which then fell below the scores of the Retrieve treatment in
the assessment after the extended. The difference, however, was that in the case of the
Roediger and Karpicke study the findings were pronounced, were statistically significant,
and were not merely barely noticeable. The error bars in Figure 5.1 show the data’s large
standard deviations and therefore reveal that it would be foolish to presume that an actual
significant difference between the Retrieve and Review means has been detected..
As constructed and conducted, this research study produces defensible
conclusions, but not conclusions that support the original premise of the researcher’s
proposal.
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Chapter 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Limitations of the Study
The major obstacle that was encountered in this research study was the difficulty
in persuading invited students to actually participate in the study activities. Any number
of theories might be advanced as to the lack of interest in participating. The amount of
time required, a sense that the incentive was not worth the time, confusion or suspicion as
to the nature of the study, or simply the levels of prior commitments that participants had
during the full swing of the school year. Any or all of these may have contributed to the
lack of participation. The fact is that such a small proportion of the sixty randomly
selected sample participated also introduces a level of skepticism as to the representative
nature of the participating sample.
Early on in the design process, the suspicion that it would be difficult to find
adequate numbers of willing participants led the researcher to develop a plan that
attempted to minimize the length of time necessary to participate. This led to an
environment where the individual timed sequences in the treatment cycles were quite
fast-paced. This rapid-fire pace (12 seconds for each instance of a review/retrieval of a
word) combined with the fact that the word-vocabulary pairings were without a relevant,
meaningful context may have altered the respective effectiveness of the two main
treatments being observed. The Roediger and Karpicke study on which this research was
based had participants repeatedly reading an entire piece of prose and likely provided
more semantic structure and opportunity for memory through more meaningful chunking.
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In the course of planning this study, this same concern for the length of time
needed to participate also led to a reduction of the number of target words. Initially the
number of target words was forty-five. This number was obviously reduced to the
twenty-one words with which the study was actually conducted. The small number of
words within each treatment condition provided less opportunity for variation within the
means. Having fifteen words assigned to each condition might have allowed the resulting
differences in the treatments to be more apparent. On the other hand, this might have
also produced standard deviations that were even more exaggerated.
Recommendations
While there was no identifiable difference revealed in this context, both the
visualization of the word-definition pairings and the visualization mixed with retrieval
attempts produced and measured lasting word/definition pairing acquisition (at least 7
days) in a timed environment. Each of these treatments was statistically different than the
results of the control condition.
The assessment and treatment system to which the participants were exposed was
web-based and could largely be utilized without instructor intervention. A variation of
this system might be offered to students to work on attaining and maintaining
sophisticated vocabulary knowledge at the time and location of her or his own choosing.
This concept of anywhere/anytime vocabulary learning might also be expanded if
the text of the word-definition pairs were converted to audio files to be listened to during
other activities such as exercising, driving, or doing household chores. The Vocab
Filemaker Pro database, a utility created to manage the information related to the original
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5000 SAT review words during the project development process, had the capability to
generate such audio files since the early days of its development. This utility allows the
user to pick a custom set of word-definition pairs, specify the order (word first or
definition first), and specify the timed spacing between the components before having the
system generate a single audio file that could be repeatedly played on a mobile media
player.
There are many ways that students could employ variations of these systems to
develop and maintain vocabulary knowledge if they have the motivation to direct their
attention toward such a goal.
Future Research
In the future this research design and the tools created to conduct it might be
modified to develop better insights into the vocabulary acquisition process. These
modifications might include ways to conduct the same research more effectively and
might also include ways to investigate additional aspects of vocabulary acquisition.
Expansion to larger numbers of participants might be accomplished by being less
concerned about a specific randomly-selected sample of participants. The researcher has
discovered that it is very difficult to conduct such a study in the population of a
secondary school environment. Perhaps a reliance upon the within-subjects design
utilized in this study to generate defensible comparison results would allow for less
stringent attempts to control the make-up of the group of participants. The web-based
nature of the instruments might allow for a much broader net to be cast which could
produce a much larger group of participants.
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Expansion to a larger numbers of target words might provide a greater
opportunity for greater differentiation of results between the two primary treatments. A
maximum range of seven different scores on a particular condition constrains the
potential for variation within scores. Expansion to the original idea of forty-five target
words with fifteen in each of the conditions might allow for a greater distribution spread
and the disclosure of results indicating a significant effect.
Provision a bank of words to retrieve from in the retrieval treatment (as suggested
by a committee member in the proposal defense) might be an option that should be
examined in future iterations. This was originally not implemented in an attempt to
closely simulate aspects of the Roediger and Karpicke study where the retrieval attempts
were specifically free recall attempts and were done without any prompts or resources.
Most participants finished the initial assessment in far less than the ten minutes
that were provided. This forced them to basically stare at a screen containing the twentyone definitions and the twenty-one words for the balance of the ten minutes. The last
student that agreed to participate (but who agreed too late to be included in the initial
official results) was given an “I’m all done and ready to go on” button to eliminate this
apparent waste of time. This micro-experiment gave a purely anecdotal hint to the
importance of that time that was previously considered wasted. Without the screen time
that her predecessors had she seemed to have far more difficulty in recalling words to
type into the retrieval treatment input fields. This input process was key to the retrieve
condition treatment. It might be considered, therefore, to introduce a specific timed
component when participants are allowed to simply review a list of only the target words
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in a relaxed span of time. This could theoretically replace the suspected function
serendipitously provided by the students looking at the screen while waiting for the time
for the initial assessment to elapse.
The web-based tools that were are created to conduct this research study have the
capability to be altered to introduce variations in timing, variations in the order of
treatment cycles, and variations in the number of words. The ability to introduce an
audio component to various learning activities is also possible and was present in early
implementations of the system. These tools offer opportunities to conduct a variety of
web-based or mobile media player-based experiments.
The use of larger semantic units rather than discrete, individual words and
definitions might be considered. The introduction of contextual clues that are present
when words are part of a larger coherent whole might make the acquisition of new words
less cognitively demanding.
Finally, the research activities might better have been done in a large group setting
with headphones provided to the participants to eliminate the potential distraction of the
audible instructions. Scheduling individualized appointments based on student choice
and convenience seemed to do little to encourage comprehensive participation by invited
participants. Fewer sessions in a larger setting would provide greater efficiency and less
ongoing stress upon building facilities.
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Conclusions
Too many other studies have verified the importance of retrieval and practice in
developing long term memory for the results of this study to cast doubt upon its
effectiveness. It is apparent, however, that the method of visual review mixed with
retrieval attempts that was used in this research study was not superior to treatments
consisting of visual review alone.
While one might be discouraged in not finding the significant results that one
might have expected there is consolation in the fact that the results and the procedure
used can be confidently defended apart from the small sample size. It is also exciting to
consider the possibilities of future studies that might utilize the technology tools
developed for this research study.
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Appendix A: Youth Consent Form

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SCIENCES
Department of Teaching, Learning and Teacher Education

YOUTH ASSENT FORM IRB # 20120212385EP
COMPARING REVIEW TO RETRIEVAL IN LONG TERM VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
We are interested in knowing if certain ways of studying vocabulary words are better than others.
We are inviting you to participate in this study because you were randomly selected from the students at
Westside High School. This random selection makes your participation very important to the study.
This research will take about an hour to do. First, you will use a computer to take an online
vocabulary test. You will then spend time learning some new vocabulary words using a few different
strategies. You will immediately take another version of the vocabulary test. Seven days later, you will
need to return to take one more vocabulary test. This would be the end of what you have to do.
If you fully complete all of the study activities, you will be given a form that you may turn in to
the Westside High School Service Learning Coordinator to receive two hours of service learning
credit as a benefit of your participation.
How you do on any of the vocabulary tests or what you do during the study portion of the project
will not affect your grade in any class or have any impact or consequences for you. We just ask you to
do your best to follow the directions given to you in the project.
Anything that you do on this research project will be strictly confidential. The anonymous,
grouped results of the study will be reported in a doctoral dissertation. These results may also be shared
with officials from Westside Community Schools, may be shared at education or technology
conferences, or may be submitted for publication to relevant professional journals. Again, your identity
and your responses would be totally confidential.
We will also ask your parents or guardian for their permission for you to do this study. Please talk
this over with them before you decide whether or not to participate. If you have any questions at any
time, please ask one of the researchers. Please return this form and the one for your parents to sign
in the self-addressed, stamped envelope that is provided.

__________________________________
Signature of Participant

_____________________
Date

__________________________________
Signature of Investigator

_____________________
Date

PRIMARY INVESTIGATOR
Paul D. Lindgren
Phone: 402-390-8322

SECONDARY INVESTIGATOR
David W. Brooks
Phone 402-472-2018
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Appendix B: Parent/Guardian Consent Form

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SCIENCES
Department of Teaching, Learning and Teacher Education

PARENTAL INFORMED CONSENT FORM IRB # 20120212385EP
COMPARING REVIEW TO RETRIEVAL IN LONG TERM VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
You are invited to permit your child to participate in this research study. The following information is
provided in order to help you to make an informed decision whether or not to allow your child to
participate. If you have any questions please do not hesitate to ask.
Your child is eligible to participate in this study because your child was randomly selected from the
student population of Westside High School. Your child will also be asked if he/she is willing to
participate. This random selection makes your child’s participation very important to the study but
refusal to allow participation will have no consequences for your student or have any impact on his/her
grades or relationship with Westside Community Schools or its staff.
The purpose of this study is to create a controlled comparison between two specific methodologies for
developing lasting vocabulary knowledge. The information obtained from this study may help us to
better understand techniques for building vocabulary knowledge.
This study will take a total of about an hour of your child’s time. This study will be conducted at
Westside High School. Participation will take place before school, after school, or during your child’s
independent study time. Participation times will be chosen in cooperation with your child. Your child
will be given a computer based pretest focusing on their existing knowledge of twenty-one vocabulary
words taken from a commercial SAT review. After this pretest, your child will study vocabulary words
using two different techniques. A computer based posttest will be given immediately. One week later,
your child will be asked to return to the designated research location to take a final computer based post
test over the same vocabulary words. This will complete your child’s participation in the study.
There are no known risks associated with this research and as a result of participation in this research, it
is possible that your child may learn the meanings of additional SAT-level vocabulary words.
If your child fully completes all of the study activities, he/she will be given a form that may turned in to
the Westside High School Service Learning Coordinator to receive two hours of service learning
credit as a benefit of participation.
Any information obtained during this study which could identify your child will be kept strictly
confidential. The data collected will be kept in a password-protected file in the investigator’s office for 3
years and then will be deleted. The anonymous, grouped results of the study will be reported in a
doctoral dissertation. These results may also be shared with officials from Westside Community
Schools, may be shared at education or technology conferences, or may be submitted for publication to
relevant professional journals. Again, your child’s identity will be kept strictly confidential.
Your child’s rights as a research participant have been explained to you. You may ask any questions
concerning this research and have those questions answered before agreeing to have your child
participate in the study. Or you may call the investigator at any time, office phone, (402) 390-8322, or
after hours at the same number.
( Please continue reading on the back side of this sheet. )
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Please contact the investigator:
• if you want to voice concerns or complaints about the research
• in the extremely unlikely event of a research related injury
Please contact the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Institutional Review Board at (402) 472-6965 for the
following reasons:
• you wish to talk to someone other than the research staff to obtain answers to questions about
your rights as a research participant
• to voice concerns or complaints about the research
• to provide input concerning the research process
• in the event the study staff could not be reached
Participation in this study is voluntary. You are free to decide not to enroll your child in this study. You
can refuse to participate or withdraw your child at any time without harming their or your relationship
with the researchers or the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (or other institutions or organizations), or in
any other way receive a penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. Please return
this form and the one for your student to sign in the self-addressed, stamped envelope that is
provided.
DOCUMENTATION OF INFORMED CONSENT
YOU ARE VOLUNTARILY MAKING A DECISION WHETHER OR NOT TO ALLOW YOUR
CHILD TO PARTICIPATE IN THE RESEARCH STUDY. YOUR SIGNATURE CERTIFIES
THAT YOU HAVE DECIDED TO ALLOW YOUR CHILD TO PARTICIPATE HAVING READ
AND UNDERSTOOD THE INFORMATION PRESENTED. YOU WILL BE GIVEN A COPY
OF THIS CONSENT FORM TO KEEP.
___________________________________________
Child’s Name
___________________________________________
Signature of Parent

______________
Date

IN MY JUDGEMENT THE PARENT/LEGAL GUARDIAN IS VOLUNTARILY AND
KNOWINGLY GIVING INFORMED CONSENT AND POSSESSES THE LEGAL CAPACITY
TO GIVE INFORMED CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS RESEARCH STUDY.
___________________________________________
Signature of Investigator

_______________
Date

IDENTIFICATION OF INVESTIGATORS
PRIMARY INVESTIGATOR
Paul D. Lindgren Office: 402-390-8322

SECONDARY INVESTIGATOR
David W. Brooks
402-472-2018
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Appendix C: Treatment Schedule Alternate View

